1. How many people are currently in the position?
   Answer: 3 full-time positions.

2. How much are we currently paying?
   Answer: We are unable to respond to current payment inquiries.

3. Are there RFP’s for EMR projects?
   Answer: This is not for EMR and RFP would be listed on NUMC web if there is an EMR project.

4. Do you require 3 CD’s?
   Answer: Yes, we require 3 CD’s. If CD’s are not available, please put on a flash drive.

5. Is this RFP for all temporary Roles within NUMC? Or is it specific to just the 3 orders?
   Answer: No, the RFP is not for all temporary roles within NUMC. It is specific to the 3 Credentialing Assistant positions.

6. If it does open it up to ALL temporary roles at NUMC, do you have a breakdown of usage?
   Answer: Not applicable, as the RFP is not open to all temporary roles at NUMC.

7. How many agencies are on the RFP?
   Answer: There is no limit to how many agencies may respond to the RFP.

8. If won, are the temporary orders given a bill rate and or markup?
   Answer: If RFP is awarded, there would be a contract with billing arrangements confirmed in the contract.

9. How many agencies will be selected?
   Answer: One agency will be selected.

10. As this is the first time we are working with NUMC, what exactly is the organization looking for within a staffing firm?
    Answer: Quality, training and experience.

11. Do all positions within NUMC require Healthcare screenings? Does NUMC conduct them before starting candidates?
    Answer: Yes, all positions within NUMC require healthcare screenings. They can be conducted on the outside in accordance with NUMC specifications, or at NUMC.

12. Does NUMC pay for the cost of the screenings?
    Answer: NUMC does not cover the cost of the screenings.